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  [9.03 am] 

 

SIR HANSEN:    Good morning, we will make a start.  Judge Hassan will be 

conducting the hearing this morning for pre-hearing matters.  Just a 

couple of things, because of some difficulty with sound, submitters at 5 

the back if you wouldn’t mind just coming forward to the desk and 

taking a seat to speak.   

 

 The second thing is we have helpfully received joint memorandum 

from Christchurch City and CERA around the scope.  Could I just ask 10 

though that in future everything is filed through your legal 

representations, we are just going to get into such a shambles if that is 

not done.  We can’t have direct filings coming in I am afraid so if you 

would just ensure everybody that that is the way we operate.  So over 

to you, Judge. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you very much, Sir John.  Well, good morning 

everybody, the agenda this morning for the first pre-hearing meeting is 

concerning (INDISTINCT 1.33) relate to earthquake recovery, that is 

hearing No 2.  Ms Dawson can assist me on that as we go through the 20 

file and I think if we can try to have this pre-hearing wrapped up in an 

hour or so I think that should be sufficient. 

 

 In terms of recalling partners (ph 1.50) I have got a register which 

Ms Justin (ph 1.55) has provided but for the record I think as you speak 25 

please say your name and who you speak for on the issue that you need 

to cover. 

 

  [9.05 am] 

 30 

 So most of you will appreciate or some of you will be coming to 

appreciate that the Panel is required to follow a terms of reference in 

regard to how it conducts hearings and it is a consequence of that terms 

of reference direction that we must have a hearing on temporary 

activities at this earliest time.  So that necessitates doing so for this and 35 

the other matters that we are going to have pre-hearings on this 

morning. 

 

 So in terms of the agenda, I take it that that has been circulated this 

morning and everyone knows what is in the agenda for this morning 40 

and if there are any other matters for the agenda perhaps, before we go 

around and ask the Council first to respond to address their 

memorandum, I will just ask are there any parties wanting to add 

anything to the agenda? 

 45 
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MS SCOTT:   Sorry, your Honour, we haven’t received a copy of the agenda. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Scott, it is just I think at the table at the door there. 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Is there anyone here who has been emailed the agenda and 5 

anyone who hasn’t?  Anyone who has been emailed the agenda?  

All right, thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So any matters that anyone wants to raise, take a few 

moments, Ms Scott, and then I will ask you to address first I think.  So 10 

the primary question for this morning I think is to determine the scope 

of the hearing.  And on that we have received the memorandum 

Sir John referred to and, Ms Scott, would you like to – and that is a 

joint one on behalf of the Council and CERA proposing a scope.   

 15 

 Have others had the opportunity to see this memorandum?  I think 

probably to cut through this, does anyone take any issue with the 

proposed scope put forward in the memorandum for temporary 

activities?  Yes, Mr Allen? 

 20 

MR ALLEN:  Your Honour, just one matter that has come to light on the 

Crown’s position since the memorandum was filed and it relates to 

proposal 7 for transport.  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 25 

 

MR ALLEN:   I understand during the preparation of the memorandum there 

was discussion between the Council and CERA as to the inclusion or 

exclusion of proposal 7.  CERA’s position and the Crown’s position is 

that proposal 7 is not required for the temporary activities.  And if it 30 

would help now or later I could go through reasons for that, sir, but that 

is just one matter to flag as in terms of the scope of that memorandum. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, okay, I think what we will do is we will have 

Ms Dawson explain the theory of it. 35 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Ms Scott. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Scott. 

 40 

SIR HANSEN:   I thought I was the one that did that.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   There is a lot of Sarah’s around. 

 

SIR HANSEN:   It is catching obviously. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Que sera sera.   

 

SIR HANSEN:   Very good. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, Ms Scott, if you could speak to the idea behind 5 

the scope that is identified here and perhaps pick up on Mr Allen’s 

point quite early in that if you could. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, thank you, your Honour.  So in terms of identifying the 

scope of the temporary activities, chapter 6 is obviously plainly 10 

included.  There is an issue in a policy in the strategic directions 

proposal but that has been included in the strategic directions hearing. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 15 

MS SCOTT:   Although it is likely to be relevant to your consideration in this 

hearing. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   But if we come back through the theory of why temporary 

activities has been isolated out for hearing, I think it would be 20 

unhelpful for this to have any crossover between different hearings on 

different provisions.  If the matter is coming up as a policy in the first 

hearing that is when it is coming up. 

 

  [9.10 am] 25 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   It doesn’t need to be identified at this hearing. 

 30 

MS SCOTT:   The Council agrees with that, just to note that some of the 

evidence that has been filed in the first hearing has tagged and 

mentioned the crossover.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 35 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, the Council is comfortable with it being separated, just to 

pass that message on. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And in regard to proposal 7 and transport? 40 

 

MS SCOTT:   Proposal 7, so the permitted activity rules in chapter 6, they 

trigger.  So for compliance with the permitted activity rules, some of 

the transport standards are triggered and that is the reason that they 

were included in the scope of this hearing.  They cover things like 45 

parking space requirements, access design, vehicle crossings.  The 
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reason they were included is from a consenting perspective so that 

when someone is looking at the provisions that will be in the 

replacement district plan, they are in there and they have been notified 

as part of phase 1 to enable a consent to work. 

 5 

 Also mentioned in here is the natural hazards chapter.  It is similar but 

of course we have a separate priority or separate hearing on the natural 

hazards chapter, which has been signalled in the terms of reference, and 

that is why the Council separated out the transport proposal. 

 10 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So is the Council’s position that with the rider that these 

provisions in chapter 7 are being addressed only to the extent that they 

apply to temporary activities? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Absolutely, yes. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And the intention presumably with that is to recognise 

that anyone who has made a submission on these provisions for other 

purposes, for any purpose, any determination that will be made as part 

of this particular hearing would not compromise their capacity to take 20 

issue with matters when they come to be heard? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Absolutely. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Allen, does that explanation assist? 25 

 

MR ALLEN:   Sir, the position, and that has been the discussion as I 

understand it between the Council and the Crown. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 30 

 

MR ALLEN:   The position that the Crown has approached is that in the 

interests of expediency and also considering proposal 7 as a whole in 

possibly four or five months’ time before the Panel, that the matters 

listed in paragraph 9 of the memorandum relate better to permanent 35 

activities than temporary activities.  In the interim period temporary 

activities do have the existing provisions that can be relied on and my 

understanding is that experience to date that is not an issue with those 

existing provisions.  Also it then leaves proposal 7 to be dealt with as a 

whole in one category later on with the focus on the permanent activity 40 

side of the equation rather than the temporary activity side. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Mr Allen, when you say in the meantime in the four to five 

months, say, until proposal 7 is decided on, that they can rely on 

existing provisions, what do you mean by that?  Do you mean the 45 

order? 
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MR ALLEN:   Sorry, Ms Dawson, yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So anyone, a new temporary activity that might want to come 

along in the meantime - - - 5 

 

MR ALLEN:   In the meantime. 

 

MS DAWSON:   - - - won’t be benefitted by the provisions in the - - - 

 10 

MR ALLEN:   That is my submission. 

 

MS DAWSON:   - - - replacement plan because they won’t be complete but in 

the meantime they just continue to rely on the order as they do now? 

 15 

MR ALLEN:   Yes, that is correct, that is my submission, and therefore the 

package as a whole could be dealt with later for permanent. 

 

MS DAWSON:   To assist maybe the City could respond to that. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, Ms Scott, just before you respond.  Obviously the 

first preference for a hearing would be to have it as self-contained as 

possible. We may not be able to achieve that for things that we are 

going to talk about later today, we may have to be in a position for 

making decisions twice, but obviously that is not the ideal.  The ideal is 25 

to deal with things in a package as self-contained as possible.   

 

  [9.15 am] 

 

 Hearing that explanation from Mr Allen our inclination is that it has a 30 

lot of merit, that it gives us the advantage of a self-contained hearing 

that is more confined.  Is there anything further you want to say before 

we have to make direction on it I guess? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Just one moment. 35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Thank you, sir.  No, the Council is comfortable with that 

approach. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, okay.  All right then, well, look what we will do is 

we will issue a post-hearing minute on these things with directions and 

so forth in regard to them.  And if I could just say for the benefit of 

others in the room, the laypeople as well who are struggling to 45 

understand where all the procedures are found for these hearings, that 
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we will try to actually improve on that a little bit and when we come to 

make directions from this hearing, for instance, there will be a process 

of collating those with the main hearing directions so you will be able 

to just see it all in one document on the website.  Okay, so in our post-

hearing directions we will narrow the scope to remove what you 5 

suggest in paragraph 9, Ms Scott, is that correct, the whole paragraph? 

 

MS SCOTT:   That is correct. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  And I take it with that modification no one 10 

else takes any issue with the scope or does anyone else want to address 

on that now? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Sir, if I could just add one point, in terms of the scope in the 

proposal 14, the policy and the rules.  I think there could be some value 15 

in just clarifying, it is the same point really, that these rules, there have 

been submissions on them more generally and they haven’t been made 

in respect of the temporary activities.  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 20 

 

MS SCOTT:   And if the report of the meeting could perhaps record and give 

some indication and direction in terms of the submissions that are 

actually on point for this particular hearing. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, and for those that have made general submissions on 

these provisions that don’t deal with temporary activities, they can rest 

assured that the Panel would hear them on their merits at the relevant 

time and decisions that the Panel makes in regard to temporary 

activities will not compromise their position in presenting their 30 

submissions. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Thank you, sir. 

 

MR MILLER:   Sir, may I make a comment? 35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR MILLER:   Darrell (ph 3.10) Miller, University of Canterbury.  Does the 

same issue arise with proposal 2 around definitions?  If the position is 40 

that you can rely upon the OIC that does proposal 2 need to be heard in 

this round of hearings? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Effectively, as I understand it, the direction that we are 

under requires that we make these early determinations on temporary 45 

activities.  We obviously have to make that in light of everything that 
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pertains to those decisions but on the explicit understanding that those 

decisions are capable of being revisited and, No 2, the rights of 

submitters, those that have wider interests, their rights won’t be 

compromised by that.  So if need be in due course if there is a need for 

further decisions then there can be under the process.  There is no need 5 

for a person to have to turn up early, for instance, if their interests are 

in (INDISTINCT 4.16)  

 

MR MILLER:   Excuse me, sir, what I was suggesting was whether indeed 

proposal 2 should be deleted from this round of hearings for the same 10 

reason that proposal 7 is being deleted. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I see. 

 

 Now, in regard to paragraph 11 of the memorandum, Mr Miller’s point 15 

in regard to definitions, again just going back through that.  Ms Scott, 

do you have any comment on that, does it fall under the same category 

as proposal 7? 

 

  [9.20 am] 20 

 

 Can the other provisions be dealt with without having to make 

determinations on those definitions? 

 

MS ROBINSON:   Your Honour, if I could assist. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   We will just wait for Ms Scott.  Well, you may as well 

speak. 

 

MS ROBINSON:   Just referring the Panel to the terms of reference - - - 30 

  

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, Ms Robinson. 

 

MS ROBINSON:   - - - specifically do require or incorporate any relevant 

definitions and that is into the priority of the hearings. 35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, just reflecting on that and before I hear from 

Ms Scott, I suppose I am thinking out loud, Mr Miller, I wonder 

whether in fact there is too much in this point in that a definition, if it 

does have to be used in order to make sense of the temporary activities, 40 

would seem to be whether (ph 1.22) the case would be that again in the 

wider context and adjust it again if need be or changed or whatever.  

Ms Scott? 

 

45 
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MS SCOTT:   Yes, the Council’s preference is that they are included and for 

that very reason that the panel can revisit the definitions.  And just by 

way of example, one of the permitted activity rules is temporary lifting 

or moving of earthquake damaged buildings.  One of the definitions is 

buildings and it would seem to make a lot of sense for that to be heard 5 

at the same time. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I would have thought so, thank you, but thank you for the 

point, Mr Miller. 

 10 

MR MILLER:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, so just in terms of the agenda, the next item I 

think, just in terms of going through the list very quickly, we have dealt 

with scope, the implication to the parties I think we have discussed.  I 15 

have indicated that a minute will follow which will set all these things 

out and we will incorporate that into the Board of Hearings procedures 

in due course.   

 

 An issue I want to test with you now about is in terms of for those that 20 

attended the first pre-hearing meeting a direction was given there for 

submitters to provide the specifics of the relief they are pursuing.  I 

have in mind that this hearing has a slightly different character, there 

are less parties involved, and there may be other ways of clarifying 

issues, so I just want to hear parties on that.   I have in mind, Ms Scott, 25 

just so that you are thinking about this ahead, to require that there be a 

process of the Council and parties conferring and for the Council to file 

a memorandum of issues that are agreed or in dispute for this hearing.  

I think it is discrete enough to allow for that given the relatively small 

number of parties.   30 

 

 And if we take that approach perhaps we don’t need to have the 

approach requiring that parties also provide the specifics of their relief 

on this occasion.  But dealing with perhaps both of those suggestions 

together and hearing from you first about the proposal that I have just 35 

put what is the Council’s position? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Sir, first just starting with the comment about relief.  My 

understanding is, and that is without having the detail of all of the 

submissions, is that specification of relief is not so much an issue for 40 

this hearing.  I think relief has been specified for the majority of the 

submissions is my understanding, if not all of them.  In terms of 

working with the parties to identify key issues, if I could just jump 

slightly forward on the agenda to the mediation. 

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 
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MS SCOTT:   The Council has been turning its mind to the benefits of 

mediation and there are a number of, I might say key parties or parties 

that have raised key issues and the Council sees a lot of value in 

meeting with them sooner rather than later.  Our understanding from 5 

the independent secretariat is that a commissioner may be available late 

next week for mediation and the Council’s position is certainly that it 

would be keen to take up that opportunity. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, well, if I could just explain that to everyone.  On 10 

Wednesday or Thursday next week, either of those days or both of 

those days I think are potentially for all matters that are going to be 

mediated for hearings coming up including this one, we have 

Commissioner Mills available.  So that is something which we can 

offer, the parties have to be ready for it of course next week. 15 

 

  [9.25 am] 

 

SIR HANSEN:   And they need to be conscious of resources because we will 

be sitting on the strategic direction. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, that is right. 

 

SIR HANSEN:   But we expect that resource to be made available for the 

mediations to take place. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes.  So certainly that is a possibility in amongst the 

constraints of next week and bearing in mind we have got two other 

pre-hearing meetings to run where these issues might also be relevant.  

So thinking that through a bit further, assuming the mediation is part of 30 

the process next week, I would have in mind a process which would 

then require the specification of matters in issue and not in issue.  

Obviously, if parties can settle all issues well and good then we just 

need a memorandum covering all the matters we need to consider and 

that can be addressed that way but we can’t (INDISTINCT 1.20) of 35 

that of course, depends on the parties.  

 

 So are there any other parties who would like to speak on what 

Ms Scott has raised?  I take it you accept the idea of a memorandum on 

issues as a follow up to the mediation? 40 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir, we do.  Can I just add, in terms of the possibility of 

lodging a consent order, it would be ideal from the Council’s 

perspective.  I just want to mention that there are a number of 

submissions, there are still quite a few submitters on this list, quite a 45 

number of them are laypersons and my understanding of their 
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submissions is that they are very site specific, ie they want one 

particular condition removed from their property and I am not that 

comfortable or confident that we would be able to mediate through 

those sorts of details.  So - - - 

 5 

SIR HANSEN:   Well, I think we need to be clear to distinguish between 

mediation and expert conferencing, even if expert conferencing has a 

mediating role in it.  But it seems to me that any submitter is entitled to 

attend a mediation but if it is expert conferencing then only the experts 

and legal advisors can attend those, and in fact I think they are usually 10 

better if the legal advisors don’t attend.  But I don’t think that if we 

have a mediation, in its broader sense, we have the ability and nor do I 

think we should have the ability to exclude submitters.  So it may be 

just semantics of what we call it but I think we have got an obligation 

under the Order in Council to make sure that these hearings are fair and 15 

that everyone - - - 

 

MS SCOTT:   Thank you, sir, I am just highlighting that perhaps a hearing, 

whether, depending on its length, may still well be necessary. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   May still be necessary, yes.  So a notice of mediation can 

go out to all parties to be able to attend if they wish next week on a date 

that we will just nominate, Wednesday or Thursday depending on what 

else works.  If any party thinks that there is value in having an 

associated conferencing of any experts they should inform the Panel 25 

through the secretariat of that so that can be accommodated.   

 

 And in terms of issues clarification, the document that I have in mind,  

parties attending the Environment Court will be familiar with it, will 

help to clarify where those points of difference are to the extent that 30 

they can clarify and resolve then that document can be useful for that.  

So it has that flexibility but some parties may not agree, they want to be 

heard and the memorandum will help us understand where those 

differences are. 

 35 

 And assuming that to be in the programme then I was thinking perhaps, 

just covering all these matters together, I was thinking then we would 

have a sequential exchange of evidence that would follow starting with 

the Council prior to Christmas, perhaps nominating 22 December, 

Monday.  Submitter evidence including rebuttal to follow, say, Friday, 40 

9 January for instance.  Council rebuttal, say, Monday, 12 January.  

That is all assuming a tentative hearing slot around 13 to 14 January. 

 

  [9.30 am] 

 45 
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 So there is a lot to cover there and I am happy to go back through it.  Is 

there anything further you wanted to comment on any of that and then 

we could open it up to other parties? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Thank you, sir, the only thing is the timetable that you have just 5 

outlined is very similar to what we had envisaged would be necessary 

so no further comments on that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  So does any want to speak around all of those 

proposals, suggestions, they are not locked in stone until we hear from 10 

people and any issues with them regarding arrangements for the 

hearing?  The concept of mediation, any comments on that?  Concepts 

of an issues document going in which the Council would lead and 

confer with parties on?  The parties are expected to assist the process in 

that.  Followed by a sequential exchange as indicated with the hearing 15 

around the 13 to 14 January. 

 

 The other suggestion is we could well start the hearing on 12 January, 

in that week anyway which is the Monday.  We are obviously under the 

gun to actually to get through this process as quickly as we can so 20 

13 and 14 is not necessarily locked in stone, it could be the week 

starting the 12th.   

 

 We would probably need a day, do you think, no more than a day? 

 25 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir, I think a day would be necessary and just in terms of 

having those two days to respond in rebuttal if necessary would be 

appreciated from the Council’s perspective. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay.  So do other parties want to respond to any of these, 30 

perhaps if I just take each in turn, does anyone have any issues or 

comments regarding the concept of mediation and/or expert 

conferencing? 

 

MR MILLER:  Sir, I can confirm for the University of Canterbury that we 35 

would be willing to participate in that.  The University’s submission on 

this particular issue is very narrow in scope and the relief we are 

seeking is specific and that we will have resources that are available for 

Wednesday or Thursday of next week. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Mr Miller.  Any other party want to be heard 

or raise any issues with regard to mediation and conferencing?  Would 

you like to come forward actually, the reason for that is the sound 

system isn’t so good today. 

 45 

MS ROBINSON:   I am Jamie Robinson for Faulks Investments and our client 

is very keen to mediate and to do it as soon as possible so 

Wednesday/Thursday next week would be really good and, similar to 

the University of Canterbury, we have got a very narrow range of issues 

so it hopefully would be able to be resolved at mediation. 50 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Ms Robinson.  Any other parties? 

 

MR COWIE:   Yes, sir, Brent Cowie, Friend of Submitters. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, Mr Cowie. 

 

MR COWIE:   Certainly somebody else identifying the specific relief being 

sought would be helpful for the lay submitters.  I had a lot of comments 

or questions last time about exactly what was meant by that from lay 10 

submitters.  So if it were identified by consensus among the main 

parties or by the City Council that would make it much simpler from 

the lay submitter point of view. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you, Mr Cowie.  Anyone else? 15 

 

MR ALLEN:   Sir, maybe if I just say the Crown fully supports that timetable 

and will have all the necessary resources available. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Mr Allen.  Well, just broadening that out 20 

again, I started with mediation.  Mr Allen has said the Crown has no 

issues with any of the other things to do with the timetable, does anyone 

else have any issues with the proposed issues memorandum concept?  I 

don’t hear any concern about that.   

 25 

 Anything about the timetable and I will just run that past because we 

did that relatively quickly.  Assuming a hearing of approximately a day 

sometime during the week commencing 12 January.  The timetable 

again would be for the issues memorandum to be done post-mediation 

and I have got a date, I think I nominated Monday, 15 December for 30 

that in my thinking anyway.   

 

  [9.35 am] 

 

 If parties take issue with that memorandum in any way or feel it doesn’t 35 

represent them properly then we will give a short opportunity for them 

to raise that by their own note to the Panel or memorandum to the Panel 

a couple of days later.  I am proposing Wednesday, 17 December for 

that.  It has to be a tight timetable.   

 40 

 So the first evidence exchange would be by the Council lodgement on 

22 December.  Submitter evidence including rebuttal Friday, 9 January 

and then the Council rebuttal on this particular matter, Ms Scott, if we 

were to start the hearing on Monday, 12th I think as long as your 

evidence was in prior to the start of the hearing and rebuttal to allow 45 

parties to read it.  So the question is we might have to pull that forward 

one day or so.  Well, it ends up being Friday, doesn’t it? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes. 

 50 
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SIR HANSEN:   Which means you need to drag the submitters back to the 

Wednesday, don’t you? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you, Sir John. 

 5 

SIR HANSEN:   To the 7th. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, so we would adjust the submitter evidence back to 

7 January, have the Council rebuttal in on Friday, 9th and then hearing 

starting Monday week of the 12th. 10 

 

MS SCOTT:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  So looking at the agenda just making sure, we 

have skipped over expert witnesses, we will come to that next.  We 15 

have covered off item 6 on clarification and narrowing of issues, 

mediation is covered, timetable, any other matters.   

 

 Yes, there are two other matters and I will add one just in light of 

Sir John’s comments to me now.  As we did with strategic directions, in 20 

order to ensure we get through a hearing efficiently on the estimated 

time of one day, we do need disciplines around cross-examination and 

we do need disciplines around people notifying the Panel of their 

intentions to cross-examine so that time can be budgeted for.   

 25 

 So perhaps starting with expert witnesses, I don’t want people to 

nominate their expert witnesses to me now but to have that in mind 

when you start to talk about cross-examination.  Are parties in a 

position to advise the independent secretariat before they leave today of 

who their independent experts are for this hearing?  Okay.  So if parties 30 

could see Ms Robinson about that and we will take a list from you all of 

witnesses you intend to call.  

 

 So just in terms of the issue of cross-examination, the requirements on 

that which applied with the strategic directions hearing I would expect 35 

would apply here.  Does a 15 minute limit per expert witness per party 

sound about right, Ms Scott? 

 

MS SCOTT:   It sounds sufficient, thank you, sir. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Any other party concerned about that?  

Mr Allen? 

 

MR ALLEN:   Sir, that is good from the Crown’s perspective. 

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, okay.  Anyone else want to address on that?  Okay, 

so the minute will indicate a 15 minute maximum per expert witness as 

per strategic directions.  Parties are expected to apply for leave to cross-

examine.  It is not a right, in this Inquiry it is by leave, so there will be a 

process that will be set out in the minute for parties to indicate whether 50 
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or not they wish to ask for cross-examination opportunity within those 

limits. 

 

 We would nominate a date for that in the minute, it would be arranged 

around the evidence exchange sequence and it will be just in time for 5 

the hearing, 8th or the 9th, somewhere around about there, of January 

but that will be set out in the minute.  So are there any other matters 

anyone wants to raise about this hearing? 

 

  [9.40 am] 10 

 

MR COWIE:   Yes, sir, Brent Cowie again, Friend of Submitters.  I am getting 

questions about the cross-submissions and the extent to which 

witnesses can address cross-submissions when they present or give 

their evidence or statement to the Hearing Panel.  I admit this is 15 

confusing for me and I suspect may be confusing for you as well.  Will 

there be any guidance available on that please? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   The lawyer’s answer to that would be effectively for a 

party to have a sure right of presenting before the Panel they need to 20 

make a submission and their presentation can be within the scope of 

that submission.  And the same goes in regard to arranging for further 

submissions so that is already provided for in the order, that if a party 

wants to make a point they need to make a submission in accordance 

with the Order in Council including if necessary a further submission. 25 

 

 It is not appropriate I think to give people licence to do any more than 

that because there might be procedural consequences.  I think 

sometimes common sense can be a good thing to apply and there may 

be things that people want to say arising out of what other people have 30 

said about them, I guess if they haven’t made a further submission they 

are somewhat taking their chance in doing so.  Procedural fairness is 

important and it depends on the interests of other parties as to what 

happens in that situation.  So I am sorry that is about as far as I can take 

it. 35 

 

MR COWIE:   Thank you, sir.  That is consistent with the advice I am giving 

people.  I think part of the confusion arising is they are being served 

with copies of cross-submissions on their original submissions as well 

from other parties and there is certainly some confusion out there as to 40 

the extent to which they have regard to those.  And what I am saying is 

they are bound by their original submission and they need to focus 

primarily on what they have said in that.  If they - - - 

 

SIR HANSEN:   Well, that is their scope and we can’t be definitive because it 45 

will be a case by case but what we would expect from the lay 

submitters that they simply don’t read their submission, they speak to it 

and if there are issues raised that they want to address in a cross-

submission they can bring it to our attention and we will rule.  The 

Chair of the Panel at the time will rule on whether or not it is within 50 
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scope and indeed proper because it may be out of scope but they may 

be responding to something that fairness requires them to be given that 

opportunity. 

 

MR COWIE:   Thank you, sir. 5 

 

SIR HANSEN:   So I think you could advise them on that basis but we can’t 

give them, “Yes, you absolutely will be allowed to say what you like at 

the moment” it depends on what it is.  It is impossible to say that 

something outside of scope they can’t have a say if it is relevant to 10 

fairness issues.  I mean somebody may make some terrible allegation 

against them, for example, we don’t know.  It is unlikely but it is 

possible.  And it may be an issue that that it is quite proper that they 

respond to but I think the thing to encourage them is firstly, they speak 

to their submission or further submissions and highlight the significant 15 

points and if there are issues that are not covered and across submission 

by what they have filed they can ask us and if we think it proper we will 

allow them to speak to it but it will be within the same time limit.  So 

they need to bear that in mind as well. 

 20 

MR COWIE:   Okay, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, I think that covers everything we need to cover.  

The minute we will issue in due course.  Thank you everyone for your 

attendance. 25 

 

MATTER ADJOURNED AT 9.45 AM ACCORDINGLY 


